1 Introduction

This paper gives a brief overview of how international activities in biomedical and health informatics started and evolved after World War II, together with a brief account of literature focusing on the history of the field in its precursor period before the formation of the International Federation of Information Processing Technical Committee 4 (IFIP-TC4) which was the predecessor of the International Medical Informatics Association (IMIA). IFIP-TC4 came about primarily as the result of the initiative of François Grémy [1, 2]. It was driven by antecedent work from computers in medicine, especially related to diagnostic logic and probabilistic reasoning and health care [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14], and more general approaches to computation in biology and medicine [15, 16], as well as the attempts to model the processes of communication and control under the rubric of cybernetic medicine [17], following the work of Wiener [18], and related to the information theory of Shannon [19]. This involved mathematical approaches taken by researchers from biophysics, bioengineering, epidemiology, biometry, and clinical documentation, together with clinicians who experimented with formal models of medical decision-making with various logical and statistical approaches, starting in the 1950’s.

In 1958, an International Society of Cybernetic Medicine was founded, drawing on a wide range of researchers in mathematics and physics, who worked with biologists and physicians. It started its own series of Cybernetic Medicine Congresses in 1960 in Naples [17]. In 1962, Gustav Wagner in Germany founded the journal Methods of Information in Medicine (MIM), which was the first journal oriented towards documentation and medical statistics [20], as well as information processing in the broadest sense of medical work, and which later became the official journal of IMIA. Figure 1 illustrates the cover of the first issue of MIM, with a part of its index.

The first fully medical-oriented international meeting of pioneering investigators working on computer data processing methods for hospitals and medicine more generally was held in Elsinore in 1966 [21]. These first steps toward an international organization led, over the next decade, to the first World Conference on Medical Informatics (MEDINFO) in Stockholm in 1974 [22], and the change in emphasis and designation from cybernetics and medical computer or electronic data processing, to the naming of medical informatics as a major professional endeavor with its broader emphasis on the full spectrum of biomedical and healthcare information. This led to a distinct discipline in the 1970’s, foreshadowing the worldwide acceptance of the term informatics as defining the core of the new discipline in the 1980’s, and the universal adoption of this designation for all biomedical and health information-related work by the start of the new millennium.
2 Early International Activities of Computers in Biology and Medicine: Cybernetics and Medical Information Processing

In many countries, primarily in the USA and Europe, after World War II, several distinct scientific, engineering, and philosophical lines of mathematical research and its application to practical computer-related work, were developed at the interfaces of biology, medicine, and computer and communication technology. These were largely inspired by the cybernetics approaches pioneered by Norbert Weiner at MIT during the war [18], connected later to the work on syntactical information theory by Shannon at Bell Labs [19], dealing with the efficiency of signal transmission or electronic communication across noisy channels. This in turn attracted the attention of scientists and technologists who saw links to general human reasoning mechanisms related to the McCulloch-Pitts models of neuronal transmission [23]. They developed computer-based implementations of mathematical models for information coding, communication and control, as well as statistical models for signal processing - detection, classification, and prediction - which in turn gave rise to pattern classification and recognition methods in the 1960’s [24, 25].

In Europe, Weiner's and Shannon’s ideas were generally designated as cybernetics following the popularity of the book of the same name [18], and when applied to medicine, this led to the First Congress on Cybernetic Medicine, organized by Aldo Masturzo in Naples in 1960, followed by another in Amsterdam in 1962, and a re-visit to Naples in 1964 [17]. However, it is the 4th Congress held in Nice in 1966 [26] that likely had the greatest influence on the eventual emergence of medical informatics, since it was attended by François Grémy and his colleague JC Pagès, who could not have but helped observe the contrast between the very general and theoretical concerns with learning that was the focus of much of the work presented on cybernetics, as opposed to the more concrete applications of statistics and logic to medical diagnosis, which François Grémy summarized at the Nice meeting.
In Germany, there was a strong tradition of medical documentation and analysis, which viewed information as central to medical recording, statistics, and organization processes [20], and led to the founding of Methods of Information in Medicine. Wagner’s decision to start the journal came from his participation in the post-war German research on medical documentation (both paper and early computer-based) with its own professional society, the German Society for Medical Documentation and Statistics (GMDS). Around this time, the documentation focus was reinforced by the consolidation of medical biometry and epidemiology research into academic departments. GMDS incorporated the work on medical documentation on which biometrical and epidemiological analyses were based, and was later re-named the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Medizinische Informatik, Biometrie und Epidemiologie while maintaining its GMDS abbreviation.
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one running from April 25 to May 3 was more general, and entitled “International Advanced Symposium on Data Processing in Medicine”.

The meetings were organized and chaired by Dr. A. Tybjaerg Hansen of Denmark, who gave a first address on “The role of computers in the hospital – the interface problems in medical and administrative patient management”, thus highlighting a challenge which has persisted and endures to this day on the often conflicting electronic data processing (EDP) goals and the requirements for clinical or health care management purposes vs. administrative, financial, insurance, and hospital logistics purposes. Already in 1966, it was clear that different data and interfaces were required for the very different clinical vs. administrative processes, as discussed by many participants following Dr. Hansen’s presentation, such as Charles Flagle of Johns Hopkins who gave an operations research perspective on the requirements for information systems in hospitals, Homer Warner of the University of Utah who presented computer time-sharing for processing patient data from the bedside (reflecting his pioneering work on cardiology in the ICU), and Henry Yellowlees from the United Kingdom who talked about the computer in the National Health Service.

Analog-Digital Data Processing, which was still a major concern for interfacing instrumentation and interpreting their analog signals, was emphasized by Dr. Antoine Remond from Pitie - Salpetriere Hospital in Paris, and Josiah Macy, Jr, from Yeshiva University in New York, who talked about “Hybrid Systems for a Hybrid World” during the second day of the meeting. Specific instances were then given by the Drs. Caceres, Pipberger, and Adey who described their work on the analysis of ECGs, and by Dr. Weil for the management of the critically ill. The third day covered computers in clinical laboratory, radiation planning, and the diagnosis of congenital heart disease and brain tumors with speakers from the USA, Sweden, the Netherlands, and Japan. There was also a discussion on Man-Machine Communication in the Hospital by Octo Barnett, the pioneer from Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard, concluded by Gustav Wagner, from Heidelberg, with a talk on The Information Problem in Medicine, though his written contribution was on Quality Control in Medicine. The last day of the first set of meetings was devoted to hospital information issues.

The second part of the Elsinore meetings covered seven themes: computer-assisted processing of biomedical information, cybernetics in medicine, computers in patient management and the use of operations research methods, analog information, man-machine communication in the hospital, education in computers, and instruction in automated data processing (ADP) for hospital personnel. The first day was chaired by Dr. Remond and featured a questioning of the aims of data processing in medicine by E. Dessau of Copenhagen, with talks by Dr. Donald A.B. Lindberg of the University of Missouri on “Processing and Evaluation of Hospital Laboratory Data”, by Dr. Homer Warner on “The Digital Computer as Tool for the Analysis of Physiological Systems”, and concluded by Dr. Hansen speaking about “Clinician’s Wishes and Expectations about Data Processing”. The next day covered hybrid systems and intensive observation and care units with many of the speakers of the first set of meetings, while it was followed by one on Analog Data Acquisition and Processing which ended with a demonstration of the then-novel online time-sharing service between Elsinore and the Systems Development Corporation (SDC) in Santa Monica, California by Dr. Anne Summerfield. All these presentations were very concretely based on working clinical systems and the experience of clinicians with their operation.

The first subject of the Cybernetic Medicine meeting in Nice was “Devices of Command and Control in Learning”, which had three parts — “Learning Processes in Machines”, “Brain Mechanisms of Learning Communications”, and “Man-Machine Interrelationship from the Point of View of Learning”. The first two parts reflected the early and immature stage of knowledge about learning by machines, such as using simple perceptrons or feed-forward linear artificial neural networks that had not yet been sufficiently understood in terms of their limitations[30], as effective mathematical models for learning concepts or hypotheses from evidence. This was mixed with much conjectural discussion about putative models of biological learning in the brain, the role of esthetics, and “molecular memory”, all treated at a most superficial level reflecting the poor understanding of neural mechanisms of the period. The third part on Man-Machine Inter-relationships for learning was very concrete, featuring specific examples of computer teaching machines, discussing the use of the then-ubiquitous microfilm, electronic calculators, and very basic computers for instruction, as well as a discussion of misunderstandings based on Weizenbaum’s deliberately ironic simulation of a Rogerian psychiatric interaction through the chatbot ELIZA[31]. However, the papers were almost all about generic computer processing, and non-specific to medicine despite the title of the conference.

The second subject of the conference, however, did cover a wide range of topics about collecting and processing medical data, starting with the basics of computer representation of numbers and text, with medical examples from general statistical diagnosis, electrocardiogram interpretation, automating documentation in medicine, the automation of medical records using mark-sense documents, and several cardiovascular modeling and simulation methods as well as psychiatric models. This part of the conference was medically oriented, but it is almost impossible to see connections with the first part on cybernetics and learning. In this sense, the conference would have split the audience in two: those interested in the abstract issues of...
learning, and those interested in practical medical applications of computing. While this may have been a reasonable strategy at the time, given the primitive state-of-the-art in cybernetics, one cannot but feel that it must have left the medical audience, and their presenters, like François Grémy, with little doubt that any real impact on medicine by cybernetics would remain far in the future.

The contrast in the split at the Nice meeting between the conjectural cybernetics learning discussions and the practical clinically-oriented discussions that Grémy and Pagès experienced during their attendance at the Elsinore meetings might have impressed them greatly - it was at Elsinore that there had been so many specific, concrete, examples presented that bridged hospital, laboratory, and clinical applications of computers with the practice of healthcare. The highlighting of so many of these technologically-grounded projects would have likely reinforced what Grémy had experienced during a visit to MIT two years earlier [32].

5 Conclusion: The formation of IFIP-TC4 and the First World Conference on Medical Informatics – MEDINFO 1974 in Stockholm, Sweden

In 1967, Professor François Grémy formed the Technical Committee 4 (TC4) in Medical Information Processing within the International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP). He had already, during the Fourth Congress on Cybernetic Medicine held in Nice in September 1966, emphasized the historical importance of “informatique” and the “reasons” for a marriage between medicine and informatics [2]. As mentioned above, Grémy and Pagès had attended the highly contrasting presentations at the Nice Congress, and may have realized how important it would be to emphasize concrete medical applications of computers to move the field forward, rather than the extremely conjectural and abstract topics of learning in humans and machines that characterized the direction of cybernetics at the time. The success of the Elsinore meetings in dealing with practical issues of information processing for hospitals and clinical tasks and the more specific advances of statistical, especially Bayesian, methods for modeling medical decision-making likewise drew Grémy’s attention, as his talk in Nice summarized developments of statistical methods for diagnosis [2]. Such observations most likely motivated him to consider the formation of a professional organization to advance a more synthetic discipline bridging the practical work on medical information processing combined with the mathematical modeling for measurable biological systems and the statistical modeling for decision-making, while putting aside for the longer term the automated learning aspirations of cybernetics. From the perspective of 50 years later, where we are still struggling to understand learning, this turned out to be a wise decision. Patrice Degoulet, who met and talked with Grémy for the first time around 1970, recalls that the factors that plausibly influenced Grémy’s decision to form TC4 included: 1) the truly international nature of IFIP, 2) the federated nature of IFIP’s organization with specific technical committees – subsequently inspiring IMIA’s mode of organization, 3) the strong link of IFIP with UNESCO - the “biological father” of IFIP, and 4) the fact that IFIP agreed to create IFIP TC4 under the leadership of François Grémy with Forsythe as Secretary [33].

The first meeting of the TC4 was held in Paris in April 1968, with a dozen nations represented and Grémy as president. During the following years, he was instrumental in the development and formation of several working groups covering various subfields of medical information processing. In 1969, Grémy founded the INSERM Unit U88 entitled Informatics and Statistics Methodology in Medicine as an environment in which close collaborators developed informatics, statistics, and decision support systems in medicine. Grémy used TC4 as the vehicle to organize many meetings [34, 35] like the one on information processing in medical records [36] held in Lyon in 1970 illustrated in the picture displayed as Figure 2.

Other IFIP-TC 4 meetings were held in the following years on the topics of signal processing, mathematical models in biology and medicine [37], education informatics for healthcare personnel with J Anderson and JC Pagès [38], and decision support with FT de Dombal [39].

The first MEDINFO, organized by IFIP-TC4, was held in 1974 in Stockholm concurrently with the IFIP meeting from August 5th to 10th [22]. François Grémy was chair of the Program Committee, while J. Anderson and J.M. Forsythe were editorial committee co-chairs. Grémy had negotiated with the IFIP leadership a separate conference dedicated to healthcare data processing, and this was accepted since there was great hope at that time that computers in medicine would help not only improve healthcare but also lead to dramatic new discoveries in biomedicine – like a cure for cancer. As a result, the seeds for the evolution of IFIP-TC4 into IMIA were sown by this transition at MEDINFO 1974 towards a focus on practical computer models and methods for information processing in biomedicine and health care more generally, which later became the central concern of IMIA – which now gets ready to celebrate its 50th Birthday.
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